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bstract

Isotopic exchange of water on the surface of monoclinic zirconia and the anatase form of titania was studied experimentally using an ordinary
as chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS) as a pulse microreactor. Interaction of water with these surfaces was modeled by first principles
alculations for periodic structures within density functional theory. Experimental data support computational results showing dissociation of
ater on monoclinic zirconia’s most stable surfaces (1̄ 1 1), (1̄ 0 1) and (1 1 1). Water is adsorbed molecularly on the anatase (1 0 1) surface and
issociatively on the anatase (1 0 0) surface. Interaction of water with the anatase (0 0 1) surface proceeds through insertion into a Ti O bond.
y monitoring the concentration of the mixed water isotope, DHO, during the isotopic exchange of surface water with D2O, it was found that
xchange of water on anatase surfaces at 200–400 ◦C proceeds by whole molecules from 30% to 70% depending on the temperature and the surface
overage. In contrast, water exchanges on zirconia by single hydrogen atoms with a complete scrambling of hydrogens, at least 99%, under the
ame conditions. The proposed mechanism of water exchange on zirconia surface includes interaction through hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl

roups adsorbed on neighboring sites. The observed anomaly on anatase is in agreement with the preferential molecular adsorption on a (1 0 1)
urface and with the insertion of water into Ti O bonds on a (0 0 1) surface. This study contributes to the understanding of the atomic structure of
cid–base catalytic sites on anatase titania and monoclinic zirconia surfaces.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Interaction of water with metal oxides plays an important
ole in catalysis [1–3], photo-catalysis [4,5], ceramics [6,7] and
aterials for the electronics industry [8]. Atomic scale details

f the role of water in reaction mechanisms are essential for
esigning a family of heterogeneous catalytic processes such
s the water gas shift reaction, combustion, hydration and dehy-
ration of organic intermediates, ammoxidation, ketonization of
arboxylic acids, photo-catalytic production of hydrogen from
ater, transformation of meta-stable crystallographic phases of

etal oxides [6], etc. The ability to exchange hydrogen and oxy-

en between water and a catalyst surface affects both acid–base
1] and oxidation–reduction [3] properties of a catalyst. The
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mount and type of surface water is one characteristic of a cat-
lyst that is related to its surface structure, polarity, hydrophilic
r hydrophobic properties [9,10].

Water can be adsorbed on metal oxide surfaces either molec-
larly or in a dissociated form [11]. A conclusion on the state of
ater adsorption is often derived from infrared, Auger electron,
-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and temperature programmed
esorption (TPD) experiments [3], i.e. under static conditions.
n the meantime, the dynamic behavior of water on the surface
uring catalysis can be studied by the isotopic switch method,
hich is considered a more accurate reflection of the catalyst
orking conditions [12–14]. Despite an expanding use of iso-

opes for mechanistic studies in heterogeneous catalysis, only a
ingle case is described in literature for the water exchange with
etal oxide surfaces [15].

The anatase form of titania and monoclinic form of zirco-

ia are examples of two different types of catalysts or catalyst
upports with regards to their hydrophilicity, yet they are used
n similar applications [8,16,17]. In our work we have not only

mailto:Alexey@mc-chem.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molcata.2006.04.031
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easured the adsorption capacity of water on zirconium and
itanium metal oxides by the new method, but have also discov-
red unexpected details of the mechanism of isotopic exchange
ith the surface as a function of the type of metal oxide, tem-
erature and the presence of cationic promoters. We believe this
undamental information on the dynamic behavior of water will
rovide a unique insight into the role of water in many hetero-
eneous catalytic reactions. Previously, such details were not
vailable by static methods, like TPD, infrared or X-ray photo-
lectron spectroscopy.

We have also used computational studies to provide an expla-
ation for the experimental facts. In recent computational work
t was shown that water does not dissociate on the anatase
1 0 1) surface and it may only partially dissociate on the (0 0 1)
urface [18]. To the best of our knowledge, first-principles com-
utational studies of water interaction with monoclinic zirconia
urface have not been done. The combination of experimental
sotopic switch studies with a computational approach reveals
etails on water interaction with surfaces at an atomic level. This
ubject is of general interest to different fields of heterogeneous
atalysis and materials sciences.

. Experimental

.1. Materials

Water–16O normalized, 17O- and 18O-depleted, 99.99 atom%
6O; water–18O, normalized, 95 atom% 18O; and deuterium
xide, minimum isotopic purity 99.99 atom% D, were purchased
rom Aldrich. Zirconia catalyst in monoclinic form was obtained
rom Saint-Gobain NorPro Corp. Titania catalyst in anatase
orm was obtained from Engelhard Corp. The BET surface area
f catalyst samples was analyzed by Micromeritics Instrument
orp. Materials Analysis Laboratory. Untreated titania and KOH

reated titania had 48 m2/g and 42 m2/g, respectively. Untreated
irconia and KOH treated zirconia had 52 m2/g and 50 m2/g,
espectively. KOH treatment procedure followed by calcination
esulted in a slight decrease in the surface area of both catalysts.

.2. Catalyst preparation

Catalyst pellets, 100 g, were soaked in 100 mL of a 10%
olution of KOH in water for 24 h at 60 ◦C under vacuum. The
OH solution was drained; the catalyst was washed with 100 mL
eionized water three times, dried at 130 ◦C for 4 h, and calcined
y heating to 450 ◦C at 1 ◦C/min rate and keeping at this tem-
erature for 2 h. The calcined pellets were crushed, sieved, and
he 0.25–0.71 mm particle size fraction was collected for use in
ater adsorption studies.

.3. Isotopic exchange

An inside-gas chromatograph (GC) pulse microreactor was

sed as previously described [19]. A small amount of catalyst,
0 ± 1 mg, was placed inside a GC injection sleeve, in exactly
he same place for all experiments, with the bottom of the catalyst
ed 10 mm above the bottom of the injection sleeve. The catalyst

S
g
0
e
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ed was held in place by two pieces of glass wool on top and
ottom. A typical catalyst bed size was 10–13 mm in length, and
.0 mm in diameter. The length of the vaporization section was
bout 7–10 mm.

Isotopic exchange studies were performed using an Agilent
echnologies model 6890 gas chromatograph equipped with an
gilent 5973 mass selective detector. Separation of the reactor
roducts was performed on a J&W Scientific 30 m × 0.25 mm
B-5 capillary column. The chromatographic method used con-

tant pressure, 11.9 psi (0.7 kg/cm2), split ratio 40:1, helium
arrier gas, column flow 1.4 mL/min and constant oven tem-
erature (50 ◦C). The detector analyzed the mass range from
5 amu to 75 amu. The catalyst packed sleeve was inserted with
GC inlet temperature of 200–400 ◦C, and kept at this temper-

ture for 10 min in helium 59 mL/min total flow before starting
ulses. Time between pulses was 2.2 min.

.4. Computation

Density functional calculations were performed using Mate-
ials Studio (DMol3 module) Version 2.2 software from Accel-
ys Inc. [20]. Electron exchange and correlation were described
y the gradient corrected approximation based on the work of
erdew et al. publications [21].

Crystal structures were built based on lattice parameters
ublished for monoclinic zirconia [22] and anatase [23] and
djusted by computing and minimizing their energy. Surfaces
ere cleaved to a depth 10–15 Å and the top two surface layers
ere allowed to relax, while the bottom layer was constrained.
vacuum slab of 10 Å thickness was built above the surface of

he supercell constructed of 12 zirconium atoms and 24 oxygen
toms for (1̄ 1 1), (1̄ 0 1) and (1 1 1) monoclinic zirconia surfaces.
upercell constructed for anatase (1 0 1) and (0 0 1) surfaces
ontained 16 titanium and 32 oxygen atoms. A supercell for
he anatase (1 0 0) surface contained 12 titanium and 24 oxygen
toms. All anatase surfaces had a 15 Å vacuum slab. Energy min-
mization was performed for the obtained supercell by density
unctional calculations using three different methods. In method
, a DN basis set was used with a gradient corrected potential
W91 along with the standard parameters provided by the pro-
ram, such as the medium integration accuracy and octupole
ultipolar expansion. Core treatment included effective core

otentials. In two other methods, the DNP basis set and gradi-
nt corrected potentials, PW91 (method 2) and PBE (method 3)
ere used with the all electron relativistic option chosen for the

ore electrons treatment. Method 1 was always used first. The
esulting geometry was re-optimized with method 2 and then
ith method 3. In all three methods, real space cutoff was 3.5 Å.
he Brillouin zone was sampled by 2 × 4 × 1, 5 × 2 × 1 and
× 5 × 1 K-point set for anatase (1 0 1), (1 0 0) and (0 0 1) sur-

aces and by 3 × 3 × 1, 3 × 4 × 1 and 3 × 3 × 1 K-point set for
1̄ 1 1), (1̄ 0 1) and (1 1 1) monoclinic zirconia surfaces, respec-
ively. For the orbital occupancy, 0.005 a.u. smearing was used.

CF density convergence, optimization energy convergence and
radient convergence were set to 0.00001 a.u., 0.00002 a.u. and
.004 a.u., respectively. The same parameters were utilized for
nergy minimization with different adsorbates on the surface.
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. Results

.1. Hydrogen–deuterium exchange

In this work, we have applied our recently developed pulse
icroreactor [19] for isotopic switch studies of water on the

urface of zirconia and titania. Our method conveniently uses
quipment already present in many modern laboratories and
nly trace amounts of isotopically labeled materials. A consider-
ble amount of time and resources are saved when the catalytic
eaction run and the analysis of products are combined into
single operation. The basic idea consists of placing a small

mount of a catalyst inside the heated injection zone of a GC or
C/MS instrument and analyzing products generated through a

eries of injections. Thus, each injection of the starting material
epresents a pulse feed for the catalyst bed, generating prod-
cts that are separated on the GC column and registered by the
etector.

The catalyst surface was initially saturated with 17O- and
8O-depleted water–H2

16O by injecting 1.0 mkL of depleted
ater five times. This treatment was necessary to remove CO2

dsorbed on surface from the atmosphere. Subsequently, D2O
as injected at 132 s intervals in the amount 0.1 mkL or 0.2 mkL
ntil all hydrogens on surface were exchanged. Each peak was
nalyzed by mass spectrometry for the ratio of labeled to unla-
eled water. A total disappearance of peaks with an odd m/z
7, 19 and 21 indicated that the catalyst surface was fully
xchanged with the labeled water. The experiment was done
t 200 ◦C and repeated at 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C each time with a
resh sample of titania and zirconia catalysts. An empty sleeve
as also examined at all three temperatures and found to have
egligible water adsorption effects and thus did not contribute
o the measurements. An example of m/z 18, 19 and 20 frac-
ion changes in the total area of water during pulse sequence
s shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen during the isotopic switch,
he fraction of the old isotope drops down while the new iso-
ope fraction increases and the fraction of the mixed water,

HO, goes through a maximum. However, the fraction of m/z
8 does not decrease completely to zero, since it is associated
oth with H2O and DO fragments. In order to find the degree
f isotopic exchange, an accurate accounting of the deuterium

ig. 1. Change of m/z 18, 19 and 20 fractions of the total amount of water during
he switch from H2O to D2O and back to H2O with titania catalyst at 200 ◦C.
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raction in the water peak is required. A deconvolution anal-
sis to find exact fractions of all species was made for that
urpose.

Masses were assigned to the fragments as follows: 16 to O,
7 to OH, 18 to H2O and DO, 19 to H3O and DHO, 20 to D2O
nd H2DO, 21 to D2HO and 22 to D3O. Since some masses
re common to different fragments, a contribution to their count
rom each fragment must be determined. Because a low reso-
ution mass spectrometer (MS) was used, it was not possible to
istinguish different fragments with the same mass, for exam-
le, H2O from DO. However, it was observed from experiments
escribed herein with unlabeled water that the ratio of m/z 18
o 17 abundance, which is due to the presence of H2O or OH,
s a constant equal to 3.78 under the current experimental con-
itions. In order to determine H2O contribution to the m/z 18
ounts, in all labeled injections the number of OH counts was
imply multiplied by 3.78. Consequently, the remaining counts
or the m/z 18 are a result of DO fragments. Similarly, the number
f H3O species was calculated by multiplying counts for unla-
eled water, H2O, by the factor 0.028. The latter factor could
hange based on the degree of self-ionization of water. For our
xperiments, it was accepted as a constant due to the consistency
n the experimental conditions, such as the amount of material
njected, ionization potential, carrier gas flow rate, etc. After
ubtraction of the H3O counts from all m/z 19 counts, the num-
er of DHO fragments was calculated. Like in the case of H2O,
he D2O number was calculated from the number of DO frag-

ents by multiplying with the factor 3.78. The H2DO number
as calculated by subtracting D2O counts from m/z 20 counts.
fter all deuterium and hydrogen amounts were calculated, their

atio was used to find the degree of H/D exchange. Such decon-
olution analysis gives more accurate results than just the ratio
f m/z 19 and 20 counts to the sum of m/z 18, 19 and 20 counts
sed by authors of [15] in a similar experiment with magnesium
xide.

In order to find the proton capacity on the metal oxide sur-
aces studied, a purely statistical model for the proton exchange
as considered. During the isotopic switch on a fully cov-

red surface, the fraction, θi, and number, Si, of new isotopes
dsorbed on a sample after i injections are related as θi = Si/No,
here No is the total number of both isotopes adsorbed on a

ample (adsorption capacity of a sample at full coverage). We
ssume here that equilibrium is achieved during each pulse. This
ssumption is valid only if enough time is allowed for equilibra-
ion, for example, if at least 10 re-adsorption events occur per
ulse. This requirement was verified by increasing the amount
f injected deuterium oxide by 2 and 10 times. Since the cal-
ulated adsorption capacity did not change, our assumption is
alid. In this case, a fraction of the new isotope atoms on the
urface and in the gas phase are equal to each other and can be
xpressed as

i+1 = Si + Gi+1
,

No + Gi+1

here Gi+1 is a number of new isotopes added into the
as phase with the injection i + 1. After combining both
quations, the adsorption capacity can be calculated as
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ig. 2. H2O–D2O degree of exchange, θi, presented as %D, for titania (curve
) and zirconia (curve 2) catalysts at 300 ◦C.

o = Gi+1 × (1 − θi+1)/(θi+1 − θi), or

o = Gi × Φi

−�Φi

, (1)

here Φi = 1 − θi is the fraction of the old isotope, and
�Φi = Φi−1 − Φi is its loss.
A typical graph, showing the dependence of fraction θi on

he number of pulses for titania and zirconia catalysts at 300 ◦C,
s shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that, in the case of zirconia,
higher number of pulses is required to reach a full exchange

han for titania. This is due to a higher adsorption capacity of
irconia than titania.

Knowing the catalyst surface area and the amount of labeled
ater required for a full saturation of the surface, No, calcu-

ated by formula (1), the concentration of sites capable of water
xchange on titania and zirconia was found at different tempera-
ures (Fig. 3;Table 1). It should be noted that No can be calculated
or any pair of sequential pulses. The results presented in Fig. 3
re mean values calculated within the range from 0% to 90%
xchange.

We determined the adsorption capacity of water on anatase at
emperatures from 200 ◦C to 400 ◦C to be 1.1–0.8 nm−2, which
s lower than the value of 1.9 nm−2 found by the TPD method

24], as would be expected. It should be understood that the
PD method is a relative measurement, showing the amount of
dsorbed water lost between two different temperatures. Typi-
ally, the measurements are made at room temperature where

t
e
i
c

able 1
egree of hydrogen scrambling, S (%), and concentration of scrambled and non-scr

xchange; concentration of exchangeable oxygens (atoms/nm2) on the catalyst surfac

atalyst TiO2 TiO2–KOH

200a 300a 400a 200a 300a 4

(%) 70 55 30 86 66 5
otal H 2.14 1.7 1.58 4 3.52
crambled H 1.5 0.92 0.48 3.46 2.34
on-scrambled H 0.64 0.76 1.1 0.54 1.18
xygens 0.85 0.99 1.66 1.03 1.61
:O ratio 2.5 1.7 1.0 3.9 2.2

a Temperature.
ig. 3. Concentration of hydrogens, measured by H2O–D2O exchange at tem-
eratures 200–400 ◦C on the surface of: (a) titania, (b) zirconia, (c) KOH treated
itania and (d) KOH treated zirconia.

he surface is saturated, and a higher temperature at which des-
rption is believed to be complete. Thus, the cumulative TPD
mount characterizes adsorption at the temperature at which sat-
ration is complete. Therefore, it is higher than the absolute
alue of the adsorption under equilibrium with a vapor phase at
ach specific temperature as measured by our method.

In general, a higher concentration of surface hydrogens
as found on monoclinic zirconia than on anatase. However,

fter KOH treatment the water content increased on titania but
ecreased on zirconia. The different effect of KOH treatment
ay be speculatively assigned to the partial conversion of sur-

ace ZrOH groups into zirconate, ZrOK, thus decreasing the
oncentration of hydrogens. On anatase, KOH may insert into
i–O–Ti bridges, to make TiOK and TiOH groups, which should

ncrease the proton concentration by fixing additional hydroxyl
roups on the surface.

.2. Hydrogen scrambling and formation of the mixed
ater isotope, DHO

When monitoring formation of the mixed water isotope,
HO, we noted an unexpected experimental result. It was found

hat the isotopic scrambling was incomplete on anatase samples.
here was a deviation of the observed DHO concentration from
he statistically expected one. It appeared as if hydrogens were
xchanging for deuteriums by pairs on the anatase surface. This
s in contrast to the full scrambling observed on monoclinic zir-
onia.

ambled protons (atoms/nm2) on the catalyst surface, measured by H2O–D2O
e as measured by H2

16O–H2
18O exchange

ZrO2 ZrO2–KOH

00a 200a 300a 400a 200a 300a 400a

7 99 99 99 99 99 100
3.54 4.2 3.62 3.22 3.56 2.92 2.76
2.02 4.18 3.6 3.2 3.54 2.88 2.74
1.52 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02
2.68 0.86 1.19 1.58 1.13 1.68 2.32
1.3 4.9 3.0 2.0 3.2 1.7 1.2
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86–97%. The degree of hydrogen scrambling depends on tem-
perature, where it is higher at low temperatures and decreases
with a temperature increase for both untreated and KOH treated
A. Ignatchenko et al. / Journal of Molecu

Assuming that recombination of the dissociated water pro-
eeds randomly, the concentration of water-19 during isotopic
witch should be determined by the probability of forming mixed
ater, DHO, from D and H, versus forming two symmetrical
aters, D2O and H2O. Since the probability of forming DHO

s proportional to the concentration of both D and H, the cor-
esponding probability function should go through a maximum
s the concentration of H decreases, and the concentration of D
ncreases. Consequently, the ratio between water isotopes 18, 19
nd 20 may provide valuable information on the nature of water
nteraction with surfaces.

The simplest logical explanation for the observed anomaly
s that the isotopic exchange is occurring by whole molecules
f water rather than by single hydrogen atoms. This could be
ue to a number of reasons, one of them being non-dissociative
dsorption which reduces the chance for the formation of the
ixed water, DHO. The molecular form of adsorption may

xplain why the mixed water isotope is completely or par-
ially missing in the desorbed vapors. We attempted to measure
he observed anomaly quantitatively. Computations suggested
hat the interpretation may not only relate to the degree of
ater dissociation, but also to the specific way water inter-

cts with the anatase surface. A detailed explanation is given in
ection 5.

A mathematical approach to the problem can be reduced to
he calculation of probabilities P18, P19 and P20, of forming
ater-18, -19 and -20 isotopes depending on the degree of hydro-
en scrambling, S. An efficiency of exchange, F, is introduced
s the factor showing what fraction of molecular water is actu-
lly participating in the exchange. A statistical model was built
n an Excel spreadsheet, where the following formulas were
sed.

If the number of all isotopes, adsorbed on the surface consist
f:

number of dissociated hydrogens
h number of hydrogens remaining as non-dissociated

H2O
number of dissociated deuteriums

d number of deuteriums remaining as non-dissociated
D2O

d number of hydrogens remaining as non-dissociated
DHO

h number of deuteriums remaining as non-dissociated
DHO (obviously, Dh = Hd)

and the number of deuterium atoms added for exchange as
2O is Dad, then the total number of isotopes, available for
ixing, is

= (Hh + Dd + Hd + Dh + Dad) × F + H + D,
nd the probability of leaving single hydrogens on the surface is

h = S × (Hh + Hd) × F + H

T
, (2) (

T

atalysis A: Chemical 256 (2006) 57–74 61

hile the probability of leaving single deuteriums on the surface
s

d = S × (Dd + Dh + Dad) × F + D

T
(3)

The rest of the hydrogens and deuteriums are paired into
ifferent isotopes of water. The probability of pairing hydrogens
nd deuteriums into water is

hh = (1 − Ph)
2

2 − Ph − Pd , for water-18, (4)

hd = 2 × (1 − Ph) × (1 − Pd)

2 − Ph − Pd , for water-19, (5)

dd = (1 − Pd)
2

2 − Ph − Pd , for water-20. (6)

Then, these isotopes are mixed with the water which did not
articipate in the exchange. The number of hydrogens and deu-
eriums from the water fraction, which did not participate in the
xchange, is L = (Hh + Dd + Hd + Dh + Dad) × (1 − F).

The combined number of paired hydrogens and deuteriums
esults in the number R = No × (Phh + Pdd + Phd) + L.

The fraction of each water isotope, m/z 18, 19 and 20, regis-
ered in the gas phase at equilibrium is expressed as the ratio of
he number of deuterium and proton isotopes in the correspond-
ng water isotope to the total number R of deuterium and proton
sotopes available:

18 = Phh × No + Hh × (1 − F )

R
(7)

19 = Phd × No + (Hd + Dh) × (1 − F )

R
(8)

20 = Pdd × No + (Dd + Dad) × (1 − F )

R
(9)

The developed model was applied to the experimental data.
he degree of hydrogen scrambling on surface, S, and the effi-
iency of exchange, F, were optimized using the Microsoft Excel
olver tool1 to match the calculated probability with the concen-

ration of water isotopes found experimentally in each injection
some examples are shown in Fig. 4). During the optimization,
he sum of standard deviations for each probability function was

inimized by adjusting F and S. Data on water dissociation are
hown in Table 1. The reported values of F and S are mean values
or each exchange sequence.

We found that hydrogen is completely scrambled on zirco-
ia at all temperatures with a high efficiency of exchange, 99%.
ater adsorption on anatase proceeds with only partial hydrogen

crambling and with an exchange efficiency of approximately
1 The Microsoft Excel Solver tool uses the Generalized Reduced Gradient
GRG2) nonlinear optimization code developed by Leon Lasdon, University of
exas at Austin, and Allan Waren, Cleveland State University.
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ig. 4. H2O/D2O isotopic switch at 300 ◦C with: (a) titania and (b) zirconia.

itania. Also, a slightly higher degree of hydrogen scrambling
n anatase was usually found at an earlier stage of the exchange
equence. A reverse exchange, i.e. the addition of H2

16O to the
euterated sample, gave approximately the same value for the
dsorption capacity and the degree of hydrogen scrambling on
oth metal oxides.

The concentration of scrambled and non-scrambled hydro-
ens on anatase was estimated knowing the total concentration of
ydrogen and the degree of hydrogen scrambling (Table 1). The
verall concentration of hydrogens on surface is decreasing with
he temperature increase, while the content of non-scrambled
ydrogens appears to grow. This result may be interpreted as
he H/D scrambling for the molecularly adsorbed water at lower
emperatures, i.e. at a higher coverage, being due to the contacts
ade through intermolecular hydrogen bonding. At higher tem-

eratures, hydrogen bonding between neighboring molecules
f water is less probable due to a lower coverage. As a result,
lower degree of scrambling is found at higher temperatures.

n addition, computational studies showed that the molecularly
dsorbed water on anatase has a higher adsorption energy and
hould remain on surface longer than the dissociated one.

Anatase appears to be different from many other oxides stud-
ed in literature for which the binding energy of molecular
ater is lower than that of dissociated water [11]. As shown

n Sections 4.4–4.6, water binds to the most common (1 0 1)
urface of anatase in the molecular form stronger than in the
issociated one. Dissociative adsorption of water on the anatase
1 0 0) surface is only slightly preferred over a molecular form
f adsorption. Water adsorption on an unreconstructed anatase
0 0 1) surface has the strongest energy among other surfaces
nd proceeds with insertion into Ti O Ti bonds. Even if water
s formally considered to be dissociated, proton exchange on

hat surface may proceed by pairs due to the lack of hydrogen

igration from the inserted water oxygen. On the (1 × 4) recon-
tructed anatase (0 0 1) surface, molecular adsorption of water
gain dominates over the dissociated form. Thus, on all anatase

i
b
T

atalysis A: Chemical 256 (2006) 57–74

urfaces water hydrogens may be either exclusively or preferen-
ially exchanged in pairs.

In addition, surface defects, such as a titanyl group, Ti O,
here two hydroxyls may attach to the same titanium atom
ay also contribute to the proton exchange by pairs. In this

ase, the exchange may proceed through dehydration and
e-adsorption, Ti(OH)2 → Ti O + H2O, more slowly than the
ehydration of two single hydroxyls on neighboring titanium
toms, Ti(OH)–Ti(OH) → Ti–O–Ti + H2O. The difference is
hat the single hydroxyl has several neighboring hydroxyl groups
o engage in dehydration, and so, the formation of the mixed
ater, DHO, is possible, whereas this is less likely for the

solated Ti O ↔ Ti(OH)2 site. All of the above factors may
ontribute to the water exchange by hydrogen pairs observed
xperimentally.

It was particularly interesting to determine if there were
hanges for zirconia and titania resulting from KOH treatment.
t was expected that single hydrogens might be substituted
y potassium and thus become excluded from the exchange.
he results showed this to be the case for zirconia (Table 1;
ig. 3). KOH treatment reduces the concentration of hydrogens
n zirconia. An opposite effect is observed on anatase where
he concentration of exchangeable hydrogens has doubled after
OH treatment (Table 1; Fig. 3). At the same time, the mea-

ured degree of hydrogen scrambling has increased slightly,
o the majority of hydrogens created by KOH treatment on
natase are exchanged as single hydrogens. The number of
ydrogens exchanged by pairs after KOH treatment increases
ith temperature. This amount is more likely assigned to the
olecularly adsorbed water on the (1 0 1) surface of anatase,

r to the water inserted into Ti O Ti bonds on the (0 0 1) sur-
ace. This conclusion is also supported by the oxygen exchange
ata.

.3. Exchange of oxygen atoms

In order to elucidate the water exchange mechanism fur-
her, it is essential to know the ratio of exchangeable oxygens
nd hydrogens. In a separate series of experiments, we have
tudied H2

18O labeled water exchange by the same method
Table 1; Fig. 5). The amount of exchangeable oxygen grows
ith temperature for both metal oxides. For zirconia we found

pproximately a 2:1 ratio of hydrogens to oxygens exchanged
t 400 ◦C, in accordance with the stoichiometry of the H2O for-
ula, while at 200 ◦C hydrogens are exchanged more readily as
itnessed by their ratio to oxygens exceeding the stoichiomet-

ic 2:1 ratio. It seems that some oxygen atoms on the surface
re not involved in the exchange at 200 ◦C, although they might
e protonated. Their full exchange requires a temperature rise
o 400 ◦C. The likelihood is that only mono-bridged oxygens,
.e. terminal OH groups, are exchanged at low temperatures,
hile protonated bi- or tri-bridged oxygens exchange at high

emperatures.

On anatase, the ratio of exchanged hydrogens to oxygens

s close to the stoichiometric value, 2:1, at low temperatures,
ut it changes to 1:1 when the temperature increases to 400 ◦C.
his fact indicates participation of an extra oxygen atom from
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ig. 5. Concentration of exchangeable oxygen atoms measured by H2
16O–

2
18O exchange at temperatures 200–400 ◦C on the surface of: (a) titania, (b)

irconia, (c) KOH treated titania and (d) KOH treated zirconia.

he anatase lattice in the exchange at 400 ◦C. Its replacement
equires higher energy compared to the oxygen atoms from
ater.
KOH treatment has increased the number of exchangeable

xygens on both metal oxides. Several possible explanations for
he proton exchange by pairs on anatase have been discussed in

he previous section. The mechanism that best satisfies oxygen
xchange data is the insertion of water or KOH into the Ti O Ti
ond on the anatase (0 0 1) surface which occurs more readily
ith increasing temperature. Another possibility for both metal

f
o
e
t

ig. 6. Monoclinic zirconia (1̄ 1 1). (a) Empty surface, side view. (b–d) Orthographic
overage proceeds with dissociation on proton and OH group. (c) Adsorption on site
arge grey. Zr atoms are medium size, dark. H atoms are small light. Atoms in the bac
atalysis A: Chemical 256 (2006) 57–74 63

xides is the formation of potassium oxide as a separate phase
hich can add exchangeable oxygen atoms.

. DFT computation modeling of water interaction with
urfaces

In order to better understand the differences in the interac-
ion with water between titania and zirconia, the structural and
lectronic properties of surfaces with adsorbed water were cal-
ulated according to the first principles density functional theory
ith periodic model using the DMol3 program.
Computational results in the literature support the non-

issociative mechanism of water adsorption on the most com-
on (1 0 1) surface of anatase and only a partial dissociation

n the (0 0 1) surface depending on coverage [18]. In contrast,
e found that all three of the most stable monoclinic zirconia

urfaces cause dissociation of adsorbed water at low coverage,
elow 25%. At a higher coverage, both molecular and dissocia-
ive adsorption may be present at the same time.

The most energetically preferred surfaces of monoclinic zir-
onia according to computational studies [25], (1̄ 1 1), (1̄ 0 1)
nd (1 1 1), were chosen for modeling in our work. Although
t is ranked computationally as only the third most stable sur-

ace, the (1 1 1) termination of monoclinic zirconia is included in
ur work, since its existence is validated by HRTEM and FTIR
xperiments, at least for the samples sintered at high tempera-
ures, 600–900 ◦C [26].

, top view. (b) Most favorable adsorption of water on site A representing 25%
s AC, 50% coverage. (d) Adsorption on sites AB, 50% coverage. O atoms are
kground are shaded lighter. Hydrogen bonding is shown in dotted lines.
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Details on the computational approach are described in Sec-
ion 2. We have used three different methods. The first method,
ess accurate, but computationally inexpensive, was used in the
earch of the lowest energy structures. It uses a single effective
otential for the core treatment and a double numerical set of
alence atomic orbitals. Method 1 significantly overestimates
dsorption energies. Calculations were repeated by two other
ethods for all surfaces and the most important adsorbate struc-

ures on them with a more accurate DNP basis set which included
olarization p- and d-functions for all non-hydrogen atoms. Core
reatment included all electrons explicitly with some relativistic
ffects. The latter two methods gave more accurate adsorption
nergies.
.1. (1̄ 1 1) monoclinic zirconia

The reported XRD lattice parameters for monoclinic zirconia
22] were optimized with the minimum found at +0.90% of the

f
a

w

able 2
omputed adsorption energies depending on water coverage for different sites on mo

ntry Adsorption site Concentration of
water (nm−2)

Coverage
(%)

Type of adsorptio

rO2 (1̄ 1 1) surface
1 A 2.19 25.0 Dissociative
2 AC 4.38 50.0 A—dissociative, C
3 AB – – A—molecular, B—

rO2 (1̄ 0 1) surface
4 A 2.76 50.0 Dissociative
5 B – – Dissociative
6 AB 5.51 100 B—molecular, A—

rO2 (1 1 1) surface
7 A 1.97 25.0 Dissociative
8 B – – Dissociative
9 AB 3.93 50.0 A—molecular, B—
10 ABC 5.90 75.0 B, C—dissociativ

iO2 (1 0 1) surface
11 A 2.52 50.0 Molecular
12 AB 5.04 100 Molecular

iO2 (1 0 0) surface
13 A 2.70 50.0 Molecular
14 A – – Dissociative
15 AB 5.40 100 Dissociative

iO2 (0 0 1)
16 A 3.39 50.0 Dissociative

× 4 reconstructed TiO2 (0 0 1)
17 – 1.70 20.0 Molecular
18 – 3.40 40.0 Molecular

1 × n) H2O added TiO2 (0 0 1)
19 1 × 2 3.39 50.0 Dissociative
20 1 × 3 2.26 33.3 Dissociative
21 1 × 4 1.70 25.0 Dissociative
22 1 × 5 1.36 20.0 Dissociative
23 1 × 6 1.13 16.7 Dissociative

he values in parentheses are in eV.
a See description of the computation methods in Section 2.
b Energy per mole of water. The energy per unit cell may be obtained by dividing t
nergy values 19.2 kcal/mol, 20.8 kcal/mol, 18.8 kcal/mol, 17.1 kcal/mol and 15.1 kca
atalysis A: Chemical 256 (2006) 57–74

riginal length, resulting in a = 0.5215 nm, b = 0.5279 nm and
= 0.5389 nm.

Monoclinic zirconia is cleaved according to the set of rules
iscussed by Christensen and Carter [25]. A supercell is con-
tructed from three layers, in which 12 ZrO2 units were present
Fig. 6a). Cartesian coordinates of the bottom layer atoms are
onstrained, and two top layers are allowed to relax.

Examination of the resulting surface reveals four non-
quivalent zirconium atoms, three of which are six-fold coor-
inated (6-c), marked as A, B and C, and the fourth one is
even-fold coordinated (7-c), site D (Fig. 6). Among 6-c Zr
toms, the ones at position C are closest to the surface, while
hose at position A are the deepest. There are four 3-c and one
-c oxygen atoms at the surface. An upper case 1–3 letters index

or oxygen atoms is used to show the number of connected Zr
toms and to which ones.

After performing surface relaxation we added molecules of
ater, one by one to all four different sites and minimized the

noclinic zirconia and anatase surfaces

n Adsorption energy (kcal/mol) Figure

Method 1a Method 2a Method 3a

41.5 (1.8) 29.9 (1.30) 28.8 (1.25) Fig. 6b
—molecular 39.4 (1.71) 28.7 (1.24) 27.6 (1.20) Fig. 6c
dissociative 39.2 (1.70) 26.7 (1.16) 25.8 (1.12) Fig. 6d

43.2 (1.87) 33.0 (1.43) 31.2 (1.35) Fig. 7a
46.3 (2.01) 37.8 (1.64) 36.3 (1.57) Fig. 7b

dissociative 41.5 (1.80) 31.6 (1.37) 30.3 (1.31) Fig. 7c

40.0 (1.73) 30.0 (1.30) 29.4 (1.27) Fig. 8b
44.8 (1.94) 34.6 (1.50) 32.8 (1.42) Fig. 8c

dissociative 45.4 (1.97) 34.4 (1.49) 33.5 (1.45) Fig. 8d
e, A—molecular 39.0 (1.69) 27.4 (1.19) 26.4 (1.15) Fig. 8e

28.4 (1.23) 19.4 (0.84) 19.6 (0.85) Fig. 9a
27.8 (1.21) 19.3 (0.84) Fig. 9b

23.5 (1.02) 17.2 (0.74) Fig. 10a
29.8 (1.29) 18.8 (0.81) 17.8 (0.77) Fig. 10b
26.0 (1.13) 14.1 (0.61) Fig. 10c

45.3 (1.96) 41.0 (1.78) 39.9 (1.73) Fig. 11

18.2 (0.79) Fig. 12a
16.8 (0.76) Fig. 12b

38.5 (1.67)b –
62.4 (2.70)b Fig. 13a
75.2 (3.26)b Fig. 13b
85.5 (3.71)b Fig. 13c
90.8 (3.94)b Fig. 13d

he above values on the number n of unit cells in the supercell, which gives the
l/mol for n = 2–6, respectively.
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nergy of the supercell containing adsorbed species. The results
re summarized in Table 2. Adsorbed water was always oriented
y its nucleophilic end toward the surface binding to one of the
irconium atoms. It was found that at ≤25% coverage, i.e. for
he water concentration ≤2.19 nm−2, molecular adsorption is
ot favored on any 6-c Zr sites, A, B or C, which is in good
greement with the experimental results.

The most preferred adsorption, site A, with the highest
dsorption energy, 28.8 kcal/mol (method 3), is achieved by
lightly shifting the OH group toward the OCD oxygen and
aking a hydrogen bond with the dissociated proton which is

ttached to 2-c oxygen OCD (Fig. 6b; Table 2, entry 1).
Adsorption of water on sites B and C is less strong, but it

roceeds with dissociation as well, based on our results. The

olecular adsorption on site B is 3.5 kcal/mol higher in energy

nd should not be favored. It was found that the dissociated
roton prefers in both cases to stay on a 2-c oxygen OCD, rather
han on a 3-c oxygen.

j
m
o
o

ig. 7. (1̄ 0 1) monoclinic zirconia surface. O atoms are large grey. Zr atoms are med
ighter. (a) Adsorption of one water molecule on site A, 6-c Zr, representing ≤50% c
50% coverage. (c) Adsorption of two water molecules on sites A and B, representin
atalysis A: Chemical 256 (2006) 57–74 65

Since the experimentally measured concentration of surface
ater at 200–400 ◦C is below 2.19 nm−2, the 25% theoretical

overage used in our computational model is a valid represen-
ation of the hydrated surface for those temperatures. Both the
xperimental and the computational methods showed that the
dsorption of water on zirconia at low coverage proceeds with
issociation. However, we were also interested to know what
appens at higher coverages corresponding to lower tempera-
ures, and at over-saturation of the surface, which may poten-
ially occur during water exchange experiments.

At high coverage, above 25%, hydrogen bonding plays an
ncreasingly important role in the stabilization of adsorbed water.

e have studied adsorption of two molecules of water on three
airs of sites, AB, AC or BC, and also two molecules of water on

ust one site A (see Table 2, entries 2 and 3; Fig. 6c and d). The

aximum energy released at 50% coverage is for the adsorption
n sites AC and AB, 27.6 kcal/mol of water and 25.8 kcal/mol
f water (method 3), respectively. In both cases, water adsorbed

ium size, dark. H atoms are small light. Atoms in the background are shaded
overage. (b) Adsorption of one water molecule on site B, 5-c Zr, representing
g ≤100% coverage.
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n site A remains in the molecular state stabilized by hydrogen
onds, while adsorption on the second site proceeds with dis-
ociation. A dissociated proton prefers to move to a 2-c oxygen
CD. Adsorption of two molecules of water on site A was dis-

dvantaged 7.7 kcal/mol (method 1), relative to the adsorption
n sites AC. For the adsorption pair BC, one molecule on site C
s dissociated, the other one on site B is not. Such an arrange-

ent results in a 4.6 kcal/mol of water higher energy (method
), than the more favorable pair AC. Although the model for
airs is shown as the molecular state, it is not a “pure” one. One
f the OH bonds is stretched to 1.165 Å and can easily disso-
iate. Due to easy sharing of the proton involved in hydrogen
onding, it will show up as the dissociated one in isotopic switch

xperiments.

Among several possibilities for the adsorption of three
olecules of water, i.e. 75% coverage, the most probable showed

verage adsorption energy of 32.2 kcal/mol of water (method 1).

f
o
w
t

ig. 8. Adsorption of water on (1 1 1) surface of monoclinic zirconia. O atoms are l
he background are shaded lighter. Hydrogen bonding is shown in dotted lines. (a) E
25% coverage, (d) sites A and B, ≤50% coverage, and (e) sites A–C, ≤75% covera
atalysis A: Chemical 256 (2006) 57–74

n the case of four molecules of water, this value had decreased to
0.1 kcal/mol (method 1). For 75% and 100% coverage, a water
olecule adsorbed on site A remains in the molecular form and

t is stabilized by two hydrogen bonds to lattice oxygens in a
ay similar to that found on the anatase (1 0 1) surface [18]. We
elieve the reason for the molecular adsorption of water at a high
overage on zirconia is the stabilization by hydrogen bonding.

.2. (1̄ 0 1) monoclinic zirconia

This is the second most stable surface of monoclinic zirconia
nd it should be seriously considered in modeling. There are
wo different adsorption sites A and B assigned to six- and five-

old coordinated zirconium atoms, respectively. Adsorption of
ne molecule of water, representing ≤50% coverage, proceeds
ith dissociation on either site (Fig. 7a and b). Adsorption on

he 5-c Zr, site B, is stronger due to a lower coordinative satura-

arge grey. Zr atoms are medium size, dark. H atoms are small light. Atoms in
mpty surface, side view. Adsorption on: (b) site A, ≤25% coverage, (c) site B,
ge.
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ion of this atom (Table 2, entries 4 and 5), despite the fact that
hree hydrogen bonds are stabilizing adsorption on site A. Again,
dsorption of two molecules of water representing 100% cover-
ge is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between them as shown by
otted lines in Fig. 7c. One of the molecules may be considered
s being adsorbed in the molecular state. However, it is clear
hat its proton forming the hydrogen bond can freely partici-
ate in the exchange as the single particle. Therefore, this water
s likely measured as dissociated during the proton exchange
xperiments.

.3. (1 1 1) monoclinic zirconia

The surface model has only six-fold coordinated zirconium
toms, each having a different oxygen environment (Fig. 8a and
). It is known there are two kinds of oxygen atoms in the bulk
onoclinic crystal—three- and four-fold coordinated ones. Zir-

onium atoms in the monoclinic phase are always seven-fold
oordinated. Each zirconium in the bulk is connected to four 4-c
nd three 3-c oxygens. Consequently, two kinds of six-fold coor-
inated zirconium atoms on the surface may be distinguished by
he kind of oxygen atom they are missing, either a three- or four-
old coordinated one. Some researchers [27] have suggested that
his is the basis for the existence of two IR stretching bands, as
pposed to the explanation by Tsyganenko and Filimonov [28]
hat the bands arise from the mono- or tri-coordinated surface
H groups. In our model, zirconium on sites A and C is missing
hat in the bulk phase would be a 3-c oxygen atom, while sites
and D are missing a 4-c bulk oxygen atom. Since surface oxy-

ens also become under-coordinated after cleavage, it represents
n additional factor for creating non-equivalent zirconium sites
n the surface. Namely, site C zirconium is connected to two
-c surface oxygens, while site A Zr atom is connected to one
-c surface oxygen, and sites B and D are connected only to 3-c
xygens (Fig. 8). This structural difference leads to the strongest
dsorption of one molecule of water, i.e. at 25% modeled cov-
rage, to the site B, 32.8 kcal/mol (method 3, Table 2, entry
; Fig. 8c). The second strongest adsorption of a single water

s on site A, with an adsorption energy 29.4 kcal/mol of water
method 3, Table 2, entry 7; Fig. 8b). However, adsorption of a
air of water molecules on neighboring sites A and B resulted
n an even higher adsorption energy of 33.5 kcal/mol (method 3,

T
(
a
1

ig. 9. Adsorption of water on anatase (1 0 1) surface. (a) ≤50% coverage and (b) ≤10
re small light. Atoms in the background are shaded lighter. Hydrogen bonding is sho
atalysis A: Chemical 256 (2006) 57–74 67

able 2, entry 9; Fig. 8d). According to our results, the preferred
tate of water adsorption is achieved by pairing molecules on
ites A and B until they are filled in. Adsorption on sites C and

is strongly disfavored 20–25 kcal/mol (method 1). As one can
ee, there is no relation of the adsorption energy to the structural
ype of sites described above. Instead, the adsorption strength
s determined by the existence of hydrogen bonds, which are
reated upon adsorption on sites A and B, but not on sites C and
. With the addition of more molecules, the average adsorption

nergy per mole of water drops appreciably (entry 10, Table 2).

.4. (1 0 1) anatase

The initial lattice parameters for anatase from a low temper-
ture neutron diffraction experiment [23] were optimized with
he minimum found at +1.15% of the original length, resulting
n a = b = 0.3838 nm and c = 0.9644 nm.

We have confirmed results obtained in [18] by Vittadini
t al., showing that water does not dissociate when adsorbed
n the (1 0 1) surface of anatase from 0% to 100% cover-
ge. The adsorption energy calculated by our methods, 18.7–
9.2 kcal/mol by method 3 (Table 2, entries 11 and 12), was
lightly higher than 16.6–17.1 kcal/mol found earlier [18].

The structures of the adsorbed molecules representing ≤50%
nd ≤100% coverage are shown in Fig. 9. The anatase surface
1 0 1) is rather unique among other surfaces studied in our work.

olecules of water are fitting perfectly well in pockets between
-c Ti and 2-c O. They are separated by 2-c oxygens and do not
nteract with each other. For this reason, the adsorption energy
oes not significantly depend on coverage. The reason for the
referred molecular adsorption on (1 0 1) anatase is the stabiliza-
ion of water by hydrogen bonding to the lattice oxygen. Without
uch stabilization, water does dissociate on a structurally similar
1 0 0) surface.

.5. (1 0 0) anatase

The constructed supercell contains 12 Ti and 24 O atoms.

wo 5-c Ti, two 2-c O and two 3-c O atoms are at the surface
Fig. 10). A water molecule placed with its nucleophilic side
bove titanium atoms prefers to dissociate (see Table 2, entries
3 and 14) with the dissociated proton moving to the 2-c bridging

0% coverage. O atoms are large grey. Ti atoms are medium size, dark. H atoms
wn in dotted lines.
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ig. 10. Adsorption of water on anatase (1 0 0) surface. O atoms are large grey.
0% coverage; (b) dissociative adsorption, 50% coverage; (c) dissociative adso

xygen. Hydroxyl oxygens are taking bulk-like oxygen positions
Fig. 10). The resulting OH groups do not interact with each
ther by hydrogen bonding, likely due to the long distances
etween them.

The difference between molecular and dissociative adsorp-
ion on an anatase (1 0 0) surface is very small, only

0.6 kcal/mol (method 3). Vittadini et al. [18] mentioned with-
ut giving details that molecular water adsorption is preferred
n anatase (1 0 0)/(010) surfaces according to their preliminary
omputational results. In conclusion, both forms of adsorbed
ater may equally exist on the anatase (1 0 0) surface.

.6. (0 0 1) anatase

The constructed supercell contains two original unit cells in
epth, 16 Ti and 32 O atoms. The resulting (0 0 1) surface has

wo equivalent 5-c titanium atoms on top, connected by two
-c bridging oxygens in the (0 1 0) direction, and by two 3-c
xygens in the (1 0 0) direction (Fig. 11). A molecule of water
nteracts with the surface via insertion between titanium and 2-c

ig. 11. Adsorption of water on anatase (0 0 1) surface at 50% coverage. O atoms
re large grey. Ti atoms are medium size, dark. H atoms are small light. Atoms
n the background are shaded lighter.
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oms are medium size, dark. H atoms are small light. (a) Molecular adsorption,
, 100% coverage.

xygen atoms, representing 50% coverage (Fig. 11). The inser-
ion results in shorter bonds between titanium and the second
-c oxygen. The second molecule of water, as it was found in
18], does not insert as the first one. Instead, it is adsorbed as
non-dissociated molecule above the first one and stabilized

y hydrogen bonding. The distinguishing feature of the anatase
0 0 1) surface is that titanium atoms do not change their coordi-
ation numbers after water adsorption, but retain their five-fold
oordination. Adsorption energy on this surface is the strongest
f the anatase surfaces studied in our work. The insertion model
s in a good agreement with the experimental results for oxygen
nd proton exchange with water and should play an important
ole in representing anatase surface.

Recently, increased attention has been paid to a 1 × 4 recon-
truction of the (0 0 1) surface of epitaxial anatase thin films
29,30]. The ad-molecule model for this reconstruction sug-
ested by Lazzeri and Selloni [30] seems to explain experimental
esults [29] better than other models. We have studied the interac-
ion of water with the 1 × 4 reconstructed (0 0 1) surface model
f Lazzeri and Selloni and found that water is preferentially
dsorbed at the ridge of the added TiO2 rows, rather than at the
alley between the added rows (Fig. 12). The adsorption energy,
8.2 kcal/mol (Table 2, entry 17), is comparable to that found
n the other stable anatase surfaces, (1 0 1) and (1 0 0). Addition
f the second molecule of water does not significantly decrease
he average adsorption energy (16.8 kcal/mol, Table 2, entry 18)
ndicating an absent or a weak steric interaction between two

olecules. The molecular state of the water adsorption on the
econstructed surface is preferred over the dissociated one.

We have also studied an alternative ad-molecule model in
hich water was added instead of TiO2 to the original unre-

onstructed (0 0 1) surface in periodic (1 × n) rows. Different

upercells with n original unit cells were constructed for this
urpose and their energy was minimized with and without water
Fig. 13). The adsorption energy values per mole of water are
hown in Table 2, entries 19–23. As noticed by Lazzeri and Sell-
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atoms are large grey. Ti atoms are medium size, dark. H atoms are small ligh

ni, a large surface stress release is observed due to the shortage
f Ti O bonds caused by the insertion of an ad-molecule [30].
ater plays the role of the ad-molecule here, instead of TiO2 in

30]. This effect becomes smaller with coverage, increasing from
6% to 50%, as indicated by the decreasing adsorption energy

er mole of water. The surface energy of the hydrated periodic
odel of the (0 0 1) anatase surface goes through a minimum

t n = 3, i.e. for (1 × 3) water insertion (Table 3). The hydrated
urface energy, 0.33 J/m2, in this case is slightly less than the

[
t
a
[

able 3
alculated energies of hydrated (method 3) and non-hydrated surfaces (methods 1–3

urface Non-hydrated Hydra

Method 1a Method 2a Method 3a 16.7

1 0 1) TiO2 2.05 1.76 1.71 –
1 0 0) TiO2 2.39 2.13 2.09 –
0 0 1) TiO2 2.43 2.47 2.43 –
1 × n) hydrated (0 0 1) TiO2 0.39,
× 4 reconstructed (0 0 1) TiO2 1.87

1̄ 1 1) ZrO2 2.73 2.45 2.40 –
1̄ 0 1) ZrO2 3.59 3.24 3.18 –
1 1 1) ZrO2 3.05 2.72 2.67 –

a See description of the computation methods in Section 2.
(a) One and (b) two molecules of water adsorbed on the same titanium atom.

.38 J/m2 surface energy for the hydrated (1 × 4) reconstruc-
ion model. These computational results indicate that water, and
erhaps some other molecules, can play a similar stabilization
ole for the (0 0 1) anatase surface as did the TiO2 ad-molecule in
he 1 × 4 reconstruction model suggested by Lazzeri and Selloni

30]. After submitting our work for publication, we have learned
hat the stabilization of the anatase (0 0 1) through hydration was
lso suggested in a computational study by Gong and Selloni
31].

) of anatase and monoclinic zirconia (J/m2)

ted at different coverages (%)

20.0 25.0 33.0 40.0 50.0 75.0

– – – 0.32 –
– – – 0.40 –
– – – 0.34 –

n = 6 0.37, n = 5 0.35, n = 4 0.33, n = 3 0.34, n = 2
0.38

– 0.45 – 0.36 –
– – – 0.57 –
– 0.51 – 0.40 0.36
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Fig. 13. (1 × n) periodic water insertion on a (0 0 1) anatase surface: (a) n = 3, (b) n = 4, (c) n = 5 and (d) n = 6. O atoms are large grey. Ti atoms are medium size,
dark. H atoms are small light.
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. Discussion

A combined experimental and computational approach
elped us to understand details of water interaction with zir-
onia and titania surface at an atomic level. We have found that
ater is adsorbed with its nucleophilic end bound to a coordi-
atively unsaturated metal cation on the surface of both metal
xides. At low coverage, the total energy minimum was gener-
lly obtained if water dissociates into OH and H groups on all
tudied monoclinic zirconia surfaces. The dissociated H moves
o one of the lattice oxygens, preferentially to a bi-bridged one.

Various types of water adsorption on anatase surfaces, dis-
ociative, non-dissociative and insertion, are found by com-
utations. Experimental data on hydrogen scrambling during
ater exchange reflect contributions from different surfaces on

natase.
Traditionally, the molecular adsorption of water is related

n literature to the physical form, as it has weaker adsorption
nergy. Thus, it was found that water is adsorbed on the anatase
1 0 1) surface below room temperature preferentially in the
olecular state without dissociation [30]. TPD studies of water

dsorption on anatase [32] in the 0–1000 ◦C temperature range
howed two peaks, at 69–127 ◦C and 191–256 ◦C, assigned to
hysical and chemical adsorption, respectively. However, the
hape of these two peaks [32] clearly shows some overlap, indi-
ating both types of adsorption may co-exist in the 200–400 ◦C
emperature range studied in our work. Infrared studies of water
n an anatase surface suggest the presence of both hydroxyl
roups and molecularly adsorbed water [33]. In addition, exper-
ments show that all hydroxyl groups are exchangeable with

2O even at 150 ◦C [33].
Hydrogen bonding plays a crucial role in the stabilization of

dsorbed water on monoclinic zirconia at a high coverage when
olecules are forced to make contacts due to the high concentra-

ion. However, whenever possible, hydrogen bonds are formed
ven at low coverage, thereby reducing the total energy. Hydro-
en bond types can be classified into two categories: (1) between
ydroxyl groups, normally formed at high coverage, and (2)
etween hydrogen of adsorbed water and lattice oxygen. In the
iterature, some evidence was presented for the interaction of
urface hydroxyl groups on monoclinic zirconia [34]. According
o Gerrato et al. [26], OH groups interact by hydrogen bonding
ith undissociated water rather than with other OH groups. Our
ost probable structures for water on zirconia (1̄ 1 1) and (1 1 1)

urfaces, shown in Figs. 6b and c, and 8c and d, can serve as
xamples of both types of such an interaction. As an exception,
he most preferred adsorption state on the (1̄ 0 1) zirconia surface
oes not have hydrogen bonds since its strength originates from
n interaction with a highly under-coordinated zirconia atom.
owever, this surface has another adsorption site (Fig. 7a) where

everal hydrogen bonds help stabilize dissociated water.
In the case of titania, hydrogen bonding is observed experi-

entally in the IR spectrum for rutile, but not for anatase [35].

n agreement with this observation, our anatase models show
he absence of hydrogen bonding between dissociated hydroxyl
roups on the (1 0 0) surface (Fig. 10b and c). Conversely, it
s found on the (1 0 1) surface for molecularly adsorbed water,

w
s
f
t

atalysis A: Chemical 256 (2006) 57–74 71

hich is stabilized by interactions with lattice oxygens (Fig. 9).
ydrogen bonding is also found for water insertion between
i O bond on the (0 0 1) surface (Fig. 11).

Since water helps to stabilize a surface, it would be interest-
ng to compare the energy of the hydrated surfaces. We have
alculated the energy of hydrated and non-hydrated surfaces as
he difference between the total energy of the supercell with and
ithout water and the energy of the equal amount of the bulk
hase with and without water, divided by the area of the super-
ell surface. The results are shown in Table 3. Our energy is
igher than reported in the literature [9,21] due to some differ-
nces in computational methods. However, relative stability of
he surfaces is on the same order for anatase as determined by
azzeri et al. [36]. For monoclinic zirconia, the (1̄ 1 1) surface

s the most stable termination based on our work and that of
thers [25]. We have found the (1 1 1) surface to be more stable
han the (1̄ 0 1) surface, in reverse order to that found for relaxed
urfaces examined in reference [25], even though the energy
ifference between these two surfaces cited in [25] was very
mall. Hydration does not change that order for zirconium oxide
see Table 3). For titania, the highest energy of water adsorp-
ion on the (0 0 1) surface makes it the second most stable one
hen considering hydrated surfaces. However, with an increas-

ng degree of hydration the difference in energy between surfaces
ecomes much smaller. The question of what surface may dom-
nate in polycrystalline materials is more difficult to resolve.
or example, if the preparation of a particular metal oxide is
ade in the presence of water by calcination of that metal

ydroxide, the resulting microcrystalline particles may be dis-
ributed more equally among the different surface types than pre-
icted computationally for non-hydrated surfaces. Therefore, it
hould be no surprise that higher energy surfaces may occasion-
lly dominate in some cases, like the (1 1 1) surface studied in
eference [26].

The theoretical concentration of zirconium atoms, and poten-
ially, the concentration of water, is higher on a (1̄ 1 1) surface,
.76 nm−2, and less on a (1̄ 0 1) surface, 5.51 nm−2. On a (1 1 1)
urface there are 7.86 nm−2 zirconium atoms, so it can obtain
greater benefit from the stabilization by water than a (1̄ 0 1)

urface. The water concentration found experimentally by H/D
xchange (Table 1) corresponds to 24% and 18% coverage for
he (1̄ 1 1) surface at 200 ◦C and 400 ◦C, respectively. For the
1̄ 0 1) surface this would be 38% and 29% of the theoretical
overage.

Based on data in Table 1 and the theoretical concentration
f titanium atoms, the anatase (1 0 1) surface would be 21%
nd 16% covered by water at 200 ◦C and 400 ◦C, respectively.
natase (1 0 1) and (1 0 0) surfaces have comparable numbers of

itanium atoms at the surface, 5.04 nm−2 and 5.40 nm−2, while
he (0 0 1) surface has a higher Ti atom density of 6.78 nm−2.
t would be covered at about 16% and 12% at 200 ◦C and
00 ◦C, respectively, if it was the only surface on the studied
natase samples. Most likely, anatase samples studied in our

ork have mainly (1 0 1) and (1 0 0) surfaces, with some (0 0 1)

urface. Since the calculated adsorption energy, 39.9 kcal/mol,
or the unreconstructed (0 0 1) surface is about two times higher
han for the other two surfaces (Table 2, entries 11, 14 and
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6), it should be hydrated more readily, with coverage close
o 100%. The (1 0 1) and (1 0 0) surfaces should be hydrated to
lesser degree. However, if the (1 × 4) reconstruction observed
n anatase (0 0 1) films [29] also takes place in powders, the
xtent of water coverage should be approximately equal on all
hree studied surfaces as their energies of water adsorption are
omparable (see Table 2, entries 11, 14 and 17).

With increasing temperature, the dissociated, but more
eakly bound, water on the (1 0 0) surface would be expected

o desorb first, thus increasing the relative amount of non-
issociated water on the (1 0 1) and (1 × 4) reconstructed (0 0 1)
urfaces which has a higher heat of adsorption and so, remains
onger. This may serve as a supplementary explanation for the
ecrease in the degree of water dissociation observed with the
emperature increase. As it has been discussed in Sections 3.2
nd 3.3, the interaction of water with the unreconstructed anatase
0 0 1) surface may be one of the primary contributors to the same
ffect. According to the computations, water is formally disso-
iated on the (0 0 1) surface when inserted into Ti O Ti bonds
Fig. 11). However, interaction between neighboring molecules
f water is restricted due to their separation on the surface by
t least one Ti–O fragment. As a result, hydrogens may appear
s non-scrambled in H/D switch experiments if the mechanism
f its exchange includes desorption as the first step followed
y re-adsorption. It is assumed that in the desorption step both
ydrogens are departing together with one of the oxygens, to
hich they are attached, i.e. without scrambling on neighboring
or D. At the same time, the lattice oxygen can be exchanged

s is evident from the water insertion structure in Fig. 11. The
nergy of water adsorption on the anatase (0 0 1) surface is the
ighest among other surfaces. It is logical to assume increasing
articipation of oxygen from the unreconstructed (0 0 1) surface
n the exchange on anatase at higher temperature, which agrees
ell with the experimental data (Table 1). At high temperature

nd low coverage, the ratio of exchangeable oxygens and hydro-
ens is close to the ratio of 1:1 expected for the water insertion
odel on the (0 0 1) surface. The bridging oxygen, Ti–O–Ti, is

extracted” from the surface to participate in the exchange. The

egree of hydrogen scrambling is low, due to the low cover-
ge. Molecules of water are inserted into Ti O Ti bonds, and
esorbed with little interaction between each other.

a
i
f

ig. 14. (a) Observed distribution of isotopes in a typical GC water peak for isotopic s
metal oxide sample. D2O replaces H2O.
atalysis A: Chemical 256 (2006) 57–74

At low temperature, the coverage is higher and the chance of
ydrogen scrambling due to the intermolecular contacts between
olecules of water adsorbed on surface increases from 30% to

0% (Table 1). Short-lived structures of water formed during
he exchange may include fragments of a second layer atop the
rst one as computationally predicted by Vittadini et al. [18].
n that case, water from the top layer may exchange hydrogens
deuteriums) with the bottom layer without exchanging oxygens.
s a result, a higher ratio of exchangeable hydrogens to oxygens,
.5:1, is observed at low temperature (Table 1).

KOH treatment breaks the symmetry in the water exchange by
airs of hydrogen. If potassium replaces one of the hydrogens
ictured in Fig. 11 on the anatase (0 0 1) surface, it becomes
lear how the exchange may proceed by single atoms. This is
videnced by the increase of the degree of hydrogen scrambling
fter KOH treatment by 11–27% (Table 1). In addition, KOH
reatment seems to fix more water on anatase surfaces.

However, in contrast to anatase, all adsorption states of water
ound computationally on zirconia surfaces support a complete
crambling of hydrogens. The most evident is the case of pre-
erred adsorption of water by pairs of molecules on the zirconia
1 1 1) surface which is stabilized by hydrogen bonding. Compu-
ational results suggest that hydrogen bonding is responsible for
crambling observed experimentally on zirconia. Experiments
ith zirconia show no deviation of the DHO concentration from

he statistically expected value at the whole range of studied
emperatures. The effect of KOH treatment on zirconia is also
ifferent. Since most water is dissociated on zirconia surfaces
ith the formation of hydroxyl groups, potassium may replace
ydrogen in –OH groups and make surface –OK groups. This
ould explain the decrease in the concentration of hydrogens
n zirconia measured after KOH treatment (Table 1).

Thus, water has a very different way of interacting with sur-
aces of the two metal oxides, anatase and monoclinic zirconia.

An interesting feature observed in the H/D isotopic switch
xperiments may help one to understand the exchange mecha-
ism. A typical GC peak for water (Fig. 14a) is not symmetrical
t the beginning of the exchange sequence. The previously

dsorbed isotope of water elutes slightly earlier than the newly
njected one. For example, when switching to D2O, the GC peak
or H2O comes earlier than D2O. The fact that this is not a chro-

witch study on a metal oxide. H2O replaces D2O. (b) Blank experiment without
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atographic separation of water isotopes on the GC column is
roven by performing the exchange in reverse order, i.e. by sat-
rating sample surface with D2O and switching to H2O. In this
ase, the D2O peak comes before the H2O peak. The observed
ffect is related to the change in the ratio of isotopes in the vapor
loud as it passes along the sample. We would like to demon-
trate here that the asymmetry of the water peak is an expected
henomenon. For this purpose, we have modeled the course of
xchange with a variable concentration of the new isotope in the
loud. We assume that the concentration of water should be the
ighest in the center of the vapor cloud and it changes according
o the Gaussian (normal) distribution toward the edges. When
he edge of the cloud reaches the sample, the exchange begins
ith a higher ratio of the old isotope to the new one. As the

enter of the cloud passes through the sample, the ratio changes
n favor of the new isotope. Consequently, the beginning of the
C peak should have a higher concentration of the old isotope

nd the tail should have more of the new one (Fig. 15).
By comparing experimental results for oxygen and proton

xchange with a zirconia sample, we are proposing an exchange
echanism via adsorption of water in excess to the thermody-

amically equilibrated amount, followed by desorption of the
xcess.

This mechanism may be pictured, for instance, on a (1̄ 1 1)
urface by adsorption of a new water molecule to site C (Fig. 6c)
n addition to an old one adsorbed on site A (Fig. 6b), followed
y desorption of an old water from site A, resulting in the new
olecule adsorbed on site C. Re-adsorption on site A and des-

rption from site C may be repeated, leading back to the more
table adsorption state A in Fig. 6b with the new water iso-

ope. Obviously, hydrogens can be completely scrambled and
he mixed water, DHO, can be formed according to the statisti-
al law based on population of H and D. The proposed exchange
echanism is shown in Scheme 1.

ig. 15. Simulated GC water peak for the D2O–H2O switch experiments. It is
ssumed that the concentration of H2O in the vapor cloud passing through the
ample bed changes from the center to the edge of the cloud according to the
aussian (normal) distribution. H2O isotope: circles; D2O: diamonds.
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Scheme 2.

In a similar way, water may exchange on the other monoclinic
irconia surfaces, suggested by structures in Figs. 7c and 8d.
n our opinion, the proposed mechanism is more credible for
onoclinic zirconia than the widely used, but inadequate repre-

entation in Scheme 2. However, Scheme 2 may represent the
nteraction of water with the (0 0 1) surface of anatase (Fig. 11).
articipation of the bridged oxygen atom from the anatase lattice

n the hydration step is somewhat analogous to silica hydration
37].

. Conclusions

A novel and convenient experimental method has been devel-
ped to find the degree of hydrogen scrambling for water
dsorbed on the surface of metal oxides. This method provides
quick and easily available measurement of the mixed water

oncentration during the isotopic switch, from which one can
lucidate the mechanism of the water exchange with the surface
t the temperatures of interest.

DFT calculations for periodic structures predict water disso-
iation on the most important (1̄ 1 1), (1̄ 0 1) and (1 1 1) surfaces
f monoclinic zirconia at low coverage. In contrast, adsorption
s predicted to occur without dissociation on the major (1 0 1)
urface and on the minor (1 × 4) reconstructed (0 0 1) surface
f the anatase form of titania. Water does dissociate on the
natase (1 0 0) surface and interacts with the anatase (0 0 1) sur-
ace through insertion into Ti O Ti bonds. Upon desorption
f water from the latter surface, the original Ti O Ti bonds
estoration takes place without scrambling hydrogens at low
overage.

The combination of experimental data and computational
nalysis suggests that the interaction of water with titania and
irconia surfaces proceeds in different ways. The degree of

ydrogen scrambling on the surface of monoclinic zirconia is
ery high, approximately 99%, and does not change with temper-
ture within the 200–400 ◦C range. This is due to the mechanism
f H/D exchange on monoclinic zirconia including water adsorp-
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ion on neighboring cationic sites and exchange of hydrogens
hrough hydrogen bonding.

The degree of hydrogen scrambling on anatase decreases
rom 70% to 30% with the temperature increase from 200 ◦C
o 400 ◦C. Exchange of water without scrambling hydrogens is
redicted by DFT computations for the next two models: (1)
olecular adsorption of water on the anatase (1 0 1) surface and

2) insertion of water into Ti O bonds on a (0 0 1) surface.
The authors believe that this approach can provide a new

erspective into the dynamics of water interaction with metal
xide surfaces which will be helpful in understanding the many
atalytic processes in which water is either directly involved or
ust present.
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